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Abstract. Since the 1960s, researchers have been trying to optimize
the sequencing of instructional activities using the tools of reinforcement learning (RL) and sequential decision making under uncertainty.
Many researchers have realized that reinforcement learning provides a
natural framework for optimizing and personalizing instruction given a
particular model of student learning, and excitement towards this area
of research is as alive now as it was over fifty years ago. But does it
actually help students learn? If so, when and where might we expect it
to be most helpful? To help answer these questions, I will take three
approaches. First, I will present a historical narrative of attempts to
optimize instructional sequencing using RL. By looking to the past, we
hope to better understand why researchers from different communities
have worked on this problem and discover some trends that might tell us
where the field is going. Second, I will present a case study of two experiments that we ran in a fractions intelligent tutoring system that showed
no significant differences between various instructional policies. Finally,
I will systematically review the empirical research in this area. We find
that in many cases where RL has been applied to rich domains and environments, such as our intelligent tutoring system, it has not been very
successful. However, I will show that it has been successful in settings
that are constrained in one or more ways. Based on insights we draw
from these three approaches, I make suggestions for how the field should
proceed if we want to make the most out of reinforcement learning and if
we want to quickly identify how rewarding this line of research might be.
In particular, I suggest that data-driven RL approaches be informed by
and constrained with ideas and theories from the learning sciences and
that researchers perform more robust evaluations of instructional policies
derived using reinforcement learning before testing them on students. I
present on work conducted with Emma Brunskill and Vincent Aleven.
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